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"Beethoven," Robert Schumann once remarked, "finds his motives lying about in the street, but he 

fashions them into cosmic utterances." Perhaps for no other of Beethoven's works is Schumann's 

observation more appropriate than his mighty Fifth Symphony. What immense power and drama 

Beethoven was able to draw forth from such seemingly inconsequential thematic materials! In terms of 

sheer musical excitement, it has few rivals in all symphonic literature. Each of its four movements is a 

superbly crafted example of conciseness and lucidity. Together, they constitute a work which is 

virtually unsurpassed in its balance, intensity, and cohesion. 

 

It would appear that Beethoven began his Fifth Symphony in 1805 but laid it aside almost at once and 

did not resume work on it until 1807. In the interim, he composed, among other works, the Fourth 

Piano Concerto, the Fourth Symphony, and the Violin Concerto. Although the Fifth Symphony was 

completed in 1807, it remained unperformed for almost a year. The premiere finally took place on 

December 22, 1808, in Vienna at a marathon concert in the Theater an der Wien where it shared 

honors with the first performances of the Sixth Symphony, the Fourth Piano Concerto (with Beethoven 

at the keyboard), the Choral Fantasy, and three numbers from the Mass in C Major, plus the concert 

aria ''Ah, perjido." Concerts certainly were concerts in those days and no one could complain about not 

getting his money's worth! 

 

As a young man beset by steadily increasing deafness, Beethoven had vowed "I will seize Fate by the 

throat, and it shall not crush me." In his Fifth Symphony surely there is reflected those defiant words 

and the composer's resulting struggle and triumph. The first movement, Allegro con brio, opens 

immediately with that famous four-note theme of which Beethoven was reported by his friend and 

assistant Anton Schindler to have said "Thus Fate knocks at the door." This simple motive all but 

dominates the entire movement. Even the antithetical second theme, a melodically restricted 

succession of quarter notes, provides little respite from this musical personification of Fate. Cast in 

strict sonata form, this movement is a powerful example of symphonic logic and clarity at its most  

compelling. Structurally, the second movement, Andante con moto, is a series of variations on two 

alternating, contrasting themes; however, it is so deftly crafted that one is rarely conscious of its form. 

The first theme is graceful and smoothly flowing; the second, more forceful and assertive. A few forte 

episodes notwithstanding, this movement provides a period of repose before the resumption of the 

troubled arguments of the first movement, which have yet to be resolved. Marked Allegro, the third 

movement is nominally a scherzo; however, it is of a serious rather than diverting nature. Its 

beginning is shadowy and almost macabre as a nebulous, foreboding theme emerges from the depths 

of the orchestra. Following this, a menacing permutation of the "Fate" theme is sounded fortissimo by 

the horns. 

 

 For the trio, Beethoven writes a grotesque, elephantine fugato for the cellos and basses. The 

distinguished British musicologist Neville Cardus once described this episode as sounding "like 

Olympians moving furniture overhead." The main section is then repeated. In a master-stroke of 

originality, Beethoven has the final movement, Allegro, emerge from the scherzo without pause. The 

transition is provide by the timpani, which beats a single muffled note for fifty measures over a softly 

sustained, uncertain tonality while fragments of the scherzo weave through the orchestra. Then, with a 

mighty crescendo, the principal theme of the finale, a great C Major song of triumph, is proclaimed by 

the full orchestra. In the midst of the development section, the menacing "Fate" theme from the 

scherzo makes a reappearance, after which the song of triumph resumes. A huge accelerando episode 

ushers in the presto coda which brings the symphony to an exultant conclusion with a series of 

powerful chords decisively hammered out by the entire orchestra. 
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